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Generally speaking, the invention contemplates Scription, accompanying drawings, and appended

a maSOnry Wail. Which may be composed of courses clairns.
of fire brick with courses of special brick hav Exetinplifications of the present invention are
ing recesses formed in the outer faces of such illustrated in the accompanying drawings and the $3.
thereof are as follows:
Special brick, or the Wall might be of monolithic Views
Figure
an isometric view of a fragmental
COInstruction, if desired, with recesses formed in portion ofi ais furnace
Wall showing a part of an
the face of such wall.
inner inaSonry Wall and a part of the facing sec
An object of the present invention is to provide tion.
With the facing units pendulously supported 65
a furnace Wall or lining construction having the by key
or holding members carried in the masonry

facing thereof of refractory units pendulously

Supported and which units may be removed by a Wall.
Figure 2 is an elevational View of the inner face
Simple lifting movement.
Another object of the invention is to provide a of one of the facing blocks as illustrated in Fig
1.
furnace wall Or lining construction wherein any ureFigure
3 is a transverse sectional view taken O
facing unit may be readily removed by a simple

in the plane of line III-III of Fig
lifting movement Without moving or displacing Substantially
ure
1
showing
in full lines the position of a facing
adjacent facing unitS.
unit pendulously Supported on a key mem
A still further object of the invention is to pro block
vide a furnace wall construction including a ber and in dotted lines the position of the facing 75
unit when lifted for removal from the key mem

riaSOrary Wali and a facing Section. With air pas
20 Sages
between the Wall and facing section where
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is to provide facings for furnaces which facings iner face extending in Wardly of Such face for
Consist of relatively large blocks of refractory hooking engagement with the key member sup
material which are pendulously supported for
85
in the Wall blocks of Figure 4.
ready renoval and replacerneri, by key Or holding ported
Figure 6 is an isometric view of one inner block
members.
and a fraginental portion of another inner
A still further object of the invention is to pro unit
Wide refractory facing blocks Supported in posi block unit having the recesses formed in the ends
these blocks for 'eceiving the key member. 90
tion by metallic key members removably engag of Figure
an isometric view of a key member
ing the blocks and a wall for supporting the fac unit such 7asiswould
be employed in a wall consist
ing locks in position.
ing of the wall blocks of Figure 4 and with facing
An additional object of the present invention is blocks
of Figure 5 and also with the wall blocks
to provide a furnace or like Wall construction com of Figure
6.
prising heat resisting parts having the apposed The drawings
95
now be explained.
Surfaces provided with recesses, and key men It is presumedwill
at
the
outset
that
the
showings
bers renovably applied in such recesses for con
the drawings will be clearly apparent to those
necting together the heat resisting parts of the of
skilled in the art of furnace Wall construction as
Wall.
The invention further contemplates the provi to enable ready understanding of the present 100
sion of facing block units having similarly shaped invention. Without having to show a complete fur
recesses formed in the inner faces of the same nace with both side Walls, the top wall and the

for engagement by key members.

50

ber.

Figure 4 is an isoletric View of two refractory
by incoming air is preheated for accelerating com blocks
may be utilized in the masonry wall,
bustion and at the Salie time the facing Section is Which which
blocks are provided each with a recess in
cooled thus pirolonging the life of the facing Sec its Outer
face for the reception of a key member.
tion.
5 is an isonetric view of the inner faces
Another and yet further object of the invention Of Figure
two facing block units having a recess in its

The invention contemplates aiso the provision
of separate key or locking members which are re
novably secured in the recesses of the masonry
crinonolithic Wali for pendulousiy Supporting the
facing blocks With the recesses of the latter en
gaging the key or holding membel'S.
The above, other, and further objects of the
invention Will be apparent from the following de

grate.

Figure 1 illustrates a masonry wall which here

in Will be for COInvenience designated as the inner 05
Wall and is identified as A. The use of the term
“inner Wall is merely for convenience and is not
by Way of limitation.

The wall A is illustrated as comprising a plu

rality of courses of fire brick designated 1 and
two courses 2 and 3 of special brick of refractory

0

2.
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material. The Wall A is illustrated as including
two courses 2 and 3 of the special brick thus pro
Viding tWO vertically Spaced horizontally disposed
grooves or channels 4 shown as extending
throughout the length of the Wall A. The grooves,
receSSes Or channels 4 have bottons 5 and ridges
6 depending from the top 7 of the grooves or

recesses adjacent the outer face of the wall the

heretofore described. The full and dotted lines
in Figure 3 illustrate the amount of Vertical
movement necessary in applying a facing block
B to or renowing it from engagement With the

key member C such extent of movement being

governed by the amount of upward projection of
the fiage 17 of the key member C.

80

It Will be observed that betWeen the bottom of

ridges 6 forning shoulders or stops for the key the key member C and the top of the lower por
IO members to be later described.
tion of the recess 10 of the facing block unit B a 85

The fire bricks in the courses 1 and the Special space is formed which serves as air passage

bricks in the courses 2 and 3 are of refractory . Whereby the key member C is cooled as Well aS
material, preferably, to Withstand heat and pro the facing block unit B.
long the life of the Wall.
As inany of the units B are applied to the Wall
It is understood of course that a Wall. A night A as may be necessary to provide a facing Section.
be made with more than two channels, grooves It will be observed from Figure 1 that when the
or receSSes 4 depending on the height of the Wall units are applied in position an upper block is
A and also on the sizes of the facing block unitS.
Spaced from a lower facing block which Space is
Facing block units B are formed of refractory equal to Substantially the amount of vertical
20 laterial and facing blocks described with refer movement necessary to raise a lower block unit
ence to Figures 1, 2, and 3 have formed on the from hooking engagement. With its key member
inner faces 8 thereof recesses, grooves or chan C. These Spaces 9 serve as air passages for the
nels 9 Which are similarly shaped to the recesses, escape of air to the combustion chamber and
grooves or channels 4 in the Wall A. That is to serve also as aids in cooling the facing block
say, that a facing block unit B is provided with a UnitS S.
receSS or groove 10 having an uppercut portion As before stated the wall A might be of mono
indicated at 11 thus providing a ridge i2 which lithic construction or constructed of blocks of
depends from the top of the portion 11 forming refractory material of Substantially the same Or
a ridge or stop along the top of the recess 10. slightly larger size than the facing block units B.
The unit B is furthermore provided with a ledge In Such event Such inner Wall blockS WOuld be
13 extending along the lower portion of the inner provided with the grooves or recesses correspond
face 8 thereof for Serving as a space when the ing to the grooves or recesses 4 of the wall. A for
block B is applied to the Wall. A thus providing receiving the key members C for supporting the
therebetween air passage 14 through which air facing block units B.
passes to the combustion chamber becoming pre The key members C, in Figure 1, are shown as
heated due to the heat of the blocks B and at the

Ong members which may be the length of the
same time Serving to cool the blocks B thus pro Wall A or may be of shorter length as desired.

90
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longing the lives of these blocks.
Whatever the length of the units C the filler
The key or holding member illustrated in Fig block 18 Will preferably be made of the same

ures 1 and 3 consists of a channel member 15 length for ease in application to and removal 15
having flanges 16 and 17. The key member Will from the Wall A.

for convenience be designated as a Whole by the

Figure 4 illustrates a refractory block 20 for

metal and are inserted in the recesses or grooves
; 4 of the Wall A. With their flanges 1.6 and 17 ex
tending upwardly. The height of the channels
16 and 17 is Such as to readily paSS beneath the
ridges 6 of the grooves 4 and the ridges 12 of the
grooves or recesses iO of the facing blocks B.
50 When a key member C has been inserted in the
groove or recess 4 of the Wall A it is bodily lifted
and a filler block 18 inserted underineath the key
member C to hold the same in raised position. So
that the flange 16thereof engages in hooked rela
55 tion with the depending ridge or stop 6 of the
recess thus securing the key member C in posi
tion in the wall A.
The width of the key members C is such that
When inserted in the Wall A Substantially half
of the key members will project beyond the outer
surface of the same for receiving the facing

block 20 is provided with a recess 21 centrally
disposed of the Outer face 22 of the block and
extending in Wardly from Such face Which recess
is provided with a shoulder or ridge 23 for en
gagement by a fange 24 of key or holding mem
bers D, one of Which is illustrated in Figure 7.
A Wall made up of blocks 20 Would have the
blocks aSSembled in contacting position except
Of COurSe for any mortar that night be used in
Securing these blocks together in the wall. The
key menoers D are then inserted in the recesses
21 and raised. So that the flanges 24 thereof en
gage behind the shoulder 23 in the recesses
Whereupon filler blocks 25 are inserted under
neath the key inenbers id in the Several recesses
21 to maintain the keys in hooking engagement,
with the ridges or shoulders 23 interiorly of the

reference character C. The key members C are of aSSembly in an inner Wall similar to Wall A, which

blockSB.

blocks 20.

120

125

30

13.

Figure 5 illustrates facing block units 26 which

The facing blocks B are then applied to the key blocks on the inner surface 27 thereof are pro
members C individually by raising the blocks a Vided with receSSes 28 which are similar in all
sufficient distance so that the lower margin of respects to the recesses 21 of the blocks 20. These . . .
the ridge or stop 12 will pass over the flange 17 blocks 26 are applied to a Wall composed of the J-24.
of the key members C. Whereupon the block B blocks 20 reversing the position of the blocks
is moved in Wardly towards the Wall A until the as ShoWn in Figure 5 SO that the face 27 thereof
end of the key member C strikes the back of the Will appose or be juxtaposed to the Outer face 22
recess 10 whereupon the block is lowered so that of the blocks 20 whereupon the block 26 is raised . .
the ridge or stop 12 thereof will become hooked So that the same enters over the flange 29 of the ...:s
With the flange 17 of the key member thus pendul key member Id thus hooking the facing block

lously supporting the facing block unit B on the unit 26 on such member and supporting the same

key member C. The ledge 13 contacts the outer pendulously as described with reference to the
face of the Wall. A providing the air space i4 as block units B of Figure 1.
bu

3.
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The facing blocks 26 are provided with the
ledges 30 extending along the lower portions of
the inner faces 27 of said blocks for spacing the
major portion of said blocks from the faces 22
of the blocks 20 to provide air spaces as described
with reference to the air spaces 14 of Figures 1
and 3. The facing block units 26 When applied
in a wall will be vertically spaced from the blocks
in upper and lower courses as shown in Figure
1 for providing air spaces equivalent to air spaces

the passages 14 into the combustion chamber
such air passage taking up heat from the facing
block units thus preheating the air and accel
erating combustion and at the same time cooling
the facing block units thus prolonging the lives 80
of the same.
The cooling of the facing block unitS makes it
possible to provide facing block units which are
of less depth from front to back than would be 85
necessary were there no cooling passageS provid

19 of Figure 1. In like manner air spaces will
be provided below the bottom of the key member
Din its engagement with the facing block units 26.
Figure 6 illustrates wall block units 31 which,
instead of having the recesses formed centrally

ture of the facing block units thus materially re
ducing the cost of a facing section for furnaces
constructed of facing block units of the present 90
invention.
The gist of the present invention resides in the
provision of an inner wall having recesses there
in, facing block units having recesses in Such
blocks and removable key members for pendu 95
lously supporting the facing block unitS in posi

15

Of the Outer faces of Said blocks have near each
end thereof shallow recesses 32 formed in the

blocks. The depth of such recesses is substan
tially half the depth of a key member D So that

20

ed. This tends to reduce the cost of manufac

when such member is inserted endwise in one of tion.
these recesses Substantially half the depth there The utilization of the filler blocks 18 and 25
of Will project beyond the adjacent face of the makes it possible to complete the wall A or a wall
block as is clearly illustrated in Figure 6.
consisting of units 20 or 21 before the key mem 100
The recesses formed in the blocks 31 are pro bers
are applied to the recesses in Such Walls.

with the projections or ridges 33 for hook
25 vided
iing engagement With the flanges 24 of the key No matter what the length is of the key members
members D which hooking engagement is main
tained by insertion of the filler blocks 25.
When a wall is constructed utilizing blocks of
type shown in Figure 6 the filler blocks D
30 the
are inserted endwise in the recesses as the blocks
are laid up in courses in the Wall so that When
the wall is completed every recess is provided
with its key number D having the flanges 29
thereof projecting outwardly to receive facing

C or D these may be readily made or cut to size to
fit the grooves or recesses 4 or 28 or 21 or 32 as
the case may be thus reducing materially the
cost of installation and erection and installation

of furnace facing Sections.
The invention has been described herein more
or less precisely as to details yet it is to be under
stood that the invention is not to be limited
thereby as changes may be made in the arrange 10
ment and proportion of parts and eqivalents may

block unitS.
Facing block units are used. With a Wall con be substituted without departing from the spirit
scope of the invention.
structed of blocks as shown in Figure 6 Would and
The invention is claimed as follows:
be made similarly to the blocks 31 that is With

furnace or lining Wall construction includ
recesses in the ends of the same and applied ing1.anA inner
40 over
Wall Section and a facing Section said
the key members D by a simple lifting and
lowering movement. The face blocks used in inner wall section comprising courses of fire brick

connection with a Wall comprising blocks 31 of
Figure 6 would in height be slightly less than
the height of the blocks 31 so as to provide space
for removal of the facing blocks of the Several
courses and also providing the horizontal air

50

passages equivalent to the passages 19 of the
construction of Figure i.
Key members D such as illustrated in Figure
7 might be employed in a Wall as constructed in
Figure 1 instead of the longer key members C.
This however is a matter of Selection and cost
and ease of installation.

55

60

It will be observed that the blocks of the pres
ent invention are rectangular and except for the
ledges 13 and 30 on Some of the facing block

15

and intervening courses of special brick vertically
spaced, said special brick having recesses therein
extending inwardly from the outer faces of the
same, said recesses at the inner ends thereof ex
tending upWardly within the brick thus forming
shoulders or ridges in the tops of said recesses
adjacent the Outer faces of Said special bricks,
and the facing Section comprising facing bricks
having similarly shaped recesses formed in the
inner faces thereof, renovable key members in
Serted in the recesses in the special bricks and
maintained in engagement with the shoulders
thereof by filler blocks inserted between the bot 30
tons of said recesses and the bottoms of said key
members, the key members having parts thereof

projecting outwardly of the outer faces of the

units there are no projecting parts on these
blocks to be broken or knocked off in transit Or special bricks, and the facing blocks being hooked 135
in storage or in use thus reducing materially the over the projecting portions of said key members

cost of installation and also reducing materially
the losses incidental to transportation or blocks
having projections which are readily broken.
It will be furthermore observed that the pres
invention contemplates facing Sections for
65 ent
furnace walls and the like comprising facing
block units which are pendulously supported
so that any unit which has been Worn out in
Service may be readily removed and replaced
by a new unit without having to demolish the
whole facing Wall.
The spacing of the facing blocks to provide
the air passages equivalent to the air paSSages 19
of Figure 1 is beneficiai rather than detrimental
as these air paSSages allow escape of air from

by engagement of the recesses of said facing
blocks with Said key members, Said facing blocks
having ledges along the bottoms of the same to
space the inner faces of said facing blocks from
the outer face of the Wall section to provide air .
passage, the facing blocks of one course being
vertically spaced from the facing blocks of an
adjacent course providing spaces therebetween
for air passage and also for removal of any fac
ing blocks without displacement of adjacent fac
ing blocks.

-

2. A wall comprising a Section of mortared

brick and a section of spaced bricks in side by
side relation, the Sections having recesses in por
tions of the contiguous parts thereof, metal key

4

O
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Wedge to allow dropping of said key member for

members insertable in the recesses of the first
named Section, filler blocks engageable with said
key merinbers to prevent displacement of Said key
members With respect to Said first mentioned
Section, the Second mentioned section being
hung on said key members by hook action and
removable therefron by unhooking action, the
key members being removable from the recesses
of certain of said first mentioned sections by re
moval of the filler blocks.
3. A Wall comprising a section of mortared
brick and a section of Spaced bricks in side by side
relation, the Sections having recesses in portions
of the contiguous parts thereof, metal key mein
bers insertable in the recesses of the first named

Section, filler blocks engageable with said key
members to prevent displacement of said key
members with respect to Said first mentioned sec
tion, the Second mentioned section being hung
20 on said key members by hook action and remov
able therefrom by unhooking action, the key
members being renovable from the recesses of
said first mentioned section by removal of the
filler blocks, the recesses in the said sections
having depending ridges, Said key members hav
ing upturned flanges at each end, the flange at
One end of a hook member engaging the ridge of
a recess by bodily elevation of the key member
after insertion in said recess, and a filler block
30 for said key for maintaining Said flange in en
gagement with said ridge.
4. A furnace Wall including in Conabination
heat resisting ii1embers having apposed Surfaces
provided with shouldered recesses, members loose
in said recesses for connecting together said heat

lateral withdrawal from the recess.
9. A Wall construction including an inner Sec

tion and an outer Section, said sections having re
cesses in the apposed faces thereof, ridges along
the upper edges of said recesses, key members

80

ends of Said key members with the ridges in said

85

having hooks at both ends insertable in said re
CeSSes, blocks inserted beneath the key members
in the inner Section to engage the hooks at similar
receSS and thus retain Said key member in posi
tion in Said Section, the outer section being en
gageable over the hooks at opposite ends of said
key members to hang said outer section on said

key members, the ridges in the recesses of said

Outer Section engaging the hooks at the opposite

ends of the keys members to prevent accidental

displacement of said outer section.
10. A wall construction including an inner
Section and an Outer Section, Said Sections hav 95
ing recesses in the apposed faces thereof, ridges
along the upper edges of said recesses, key mem

bers having hooks at both ends insertable in Said
recesses, blocks inserted beneath the key members
in the inner section to engage the hooks at similar
ends of said key members with the ridges in said
recess and thus retain Said key member in posi
tion in said section, the Outer section being en
gageable over the hooks at opposite ends of said

key members to hang said outer section on said 105

key members, the ridges in the recesses of said "
outer section engaging the hooks at the opposite
ends of the key members to prevent accidental
displacement, of said outer Section, and said outer

section being renovable from said key members 110
resisting members and filler means engaging said by upward movement of Said Section to disengage

40
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members in certain of Said recesses for retaining the ridge thereof from the hooks of said key
said members against the shoulders of Such re meinbers.
CeSSeS.
11. A wall construction including an inner Wall
5. A furnace Wall comprising an inner Section section and a facing section, the inner wall sec- 115
and a facing section, said Sections having ap tion having a plurality of horizontally extending
posed faces provided with recesses which are -- vertically spaced recesses in its front face, said
shaped in cross section forming ridges in Said re Wall being fashioned with ridges along the upper

cesses, and separate key members in Said recesses portions of the recesses adjacent the wall face, a
engaging said ridges for Supporting Said facing plurality of facing blocks constituting the facing 120
section, said facing blocks having similarly shaped
sections pendulously by Said inner Section.

6. A furnace wall comprising an inner Wall
section and a facing section, said sections having
the adjacent faces thereof provided with in Ward
ly extending angle-like recesses, channel shaped
key members in said recesses for Suspending one
section by the other, and means engaging Said
key members for maintaining said members in

hooking engagement with the recesses Of the inner
Wall section.

7. A furnace wall construction including Wall
sections arranged in side by side relation and hav

60

channels in the rear faces thereof, and channel

shaped key members insertable in the recesses of
said inner Wall and having portions entering the
recesses of the face blocks for pendulously Sup 125
porting said facing blocks in position.
12. A wall construction including an inner Wall
section and a facing Section said inner Wall Sec
tion having horizontal grooves formed in the
front face thereof, said wall being fashioned to
provide ridges along the upper edges of Said 30
grooves, said facing section including a plurality
of facing blocks, every facing block, having a

ing the juxtaposed faces provided with recesses, groove in its rear face-shaped similarly to the
keys in said recesses supporting one section. On the
grooves in the inner wall, key members engaging 135
other, said one section having a portion in Surface in
the grooves of the inner wall and the facing
contact with said other section and another por

tion out of contact, therewith for providing air
spaces between Said Sections.
8. A wall construction including an inner Sec
65
tion and an outer Section, Said Sections having

blocks for Supporting the facing blocks on Said
inner. Wall, said facing blocks being in the main
spaced from said inner Wall to provide air paSSage
to cool the facing blockS.

13. A furnace or lining wall construction in
recesses in the apposed faces thereof, a separable cluding
an inner wall section and a facing Sec
key member wedged in a recess of the inner Sec

tion, the Outer section being hooked over said key
70 member for suspending said section by said inner
section, said outer section being applied to and
removed from said key renber by Vertical move

40

tion, said inner wall section comprising courses
of fire brick and intervening courses of Special
brick vertically spaced by the fire brick, said 45
special brick having recesses therein extending

inwardly from the outer faces of the brick, the
ment of said outer section with respect to said recesses at the inner ends thereof extending up
inner section, said key being removable from the Wardly thus forming shoulders or ridges in the
- recess of said inner Section by removal of its tops of said recesses adjacent the Outer faces of 50
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said special bricks, said facing Section Com
prising facing bricks having similarly shaped re
cesses formed in the inner faces thereof, remov
able key members insertible in the recesses in the
Special bricks and maintained in engagement With
the shoulders thereof by filler blocks inserted
between the bottons of Said recesses and the bot

toms of said key members, the key members hav
ing parts thereof projecting OutWardly of the out
er faces of the special bricks, and the facing
bricks being pendulously supported by said key

0

members by the projecting parts of Said key
members engaging the recesses of Said facing
brickS.

14. A furnace Wall consisting of an inner Sec
tion and a facing Section, Said inner Section haW
ing therein a recess L-shaped in cross Section, the
facing Section having a receSS in the rear face
thereof also L-shaped in CrOSS Section, and a re
20 movable channel-shaped hook member in Such
recesses connecting together Said Sections and
pendulously Supporting the facing Section on the
5

5

beyond the face of Said Wall to provide Supports
for a replaceable wall, and facing bricks con
stituting the replaceable Wall pendulously Sup

ported on the extended parts of said hangers, the
extended parts of said hangers constituting the 80
Sole Supporting means for the replaceable Wall,
the facing bricks being engageaole and disen
gageable With respect to Said hangers by hooking
and unhocking movements vertically of the Wall.
17. A permanent Wall having a plurality of 85
horizontally extending and Vertically Spaced
channel-shaped hangers removably Supported
therein, the hangers having the fanges thereof
projecting upwardly and arranged in said wall

With parts of the hangers extending out Wardly 90
beyond the face of Said Wall to provide Supports
for a replaceable Wall, and facing bricks Con
Stituting the replaceable Wall pendulously Sup
ported on the extended parts of said hangers, the

extended parts of said hangers constituting the 95
sole Supporting means for the replaceable Wall,

and Wedge means maintaining said hangers in
engagement With Said permanent Wall.
inner Section.
18. A permanent. Wall having a plurality of
15. A permanent Wall having a plurality of horizontally
extending and Vertically spaced 100
horizontally
extending
and
vertically
spaced
25
channel-shaped hangers renovably supported channel-shaped hangers removably Supported
therein, the hangers having the flanges thereof
therein, the hangers having the flanges thereof projecting
and arranged in Said Wall
projecting upWardly and arranged in Said Wall With parts upWardly
of the hangers extending outwardly
Witia parts of the hangers extending OutWardly
beyond the face of said Wall to provide Supports 105
30 beyond the face of Said Wall to provide Supports for a replaceable Wall, and facing bricks. Con
for a replaceable wall, and facing bricks con
stituting the replaceable wall pendulously sup stituting the replaceable wall pendulously sup
on the extended parts of Said hangers, the
ported on the extended parts of said hangers, the ported
extended parts of Said hangers constituting the extended parts of Said hangers constituting the 110
Sole Supporting means for the replacement wall,
35 Sole Supporting means for the replaceable wall. and Wedge means maintaining Said hangers in
16. A permanent Wall having a plurality of

horizontally extending and vertically spaced engagement with Said permanent Wall, said hang
channel-shaped hangers removably Supported ers being renovable from said permanent wall

therein, the hangers having the flanges thereof On removal of Said Wedge means.
projecting upwardly and arranged in said wall
GEORGE P. CRYSLER.
With parts of the hangers extending OutWardly
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